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. María José de Pablo Fernández, better known as Coté de Pablo (born November 12, 1979), is
a Chilean-American actress and singer. Born in Santiago, Chile, . Jan 12, 2015 . VIDEOSIn First
Dovekeepers Video, NCIS Fave Cote de Pablo Declares:. … I see none of her fans hoping that
her career tanks now that she's left NCIS.. . their soon to be released projects so Cote doing that
is rather routine.Cote de Pablo's offscreen boss has already opened up about her departure
from the CBS procedural juggernaut NCIS, and now her onscreen boss has some . Cote de
Pablo Official. 88321 likes · 206 talking about this. This is a Fan-Page for Cote de Pablo! **We
are NOT Cote de Pablo, this is a Fan-Page. Apr 1, 2015 . Cote de Pablo teases her return as
Ziva David to "NCIS" while promoting her new mini-series "The Dovekeepers."Mar 30, 2015 .
Cote de Pablo is making her big return to TV this week - and she only had to travel back in time
nearly 2,000 years to do it.. De Pablo has stayed out of the spotlight since leaving NCIS in 2013,
and. . She has now moved on.Fan pages for the character. Features gallery, community, music,
avatars and music videos.Jan 12, 2015 . Cote de Pablo left 'NCIS' in 2013, but that doesn't
necessarily mean a permanent goodbye for her character, Ziva David. A return visit is . Chilean
actress Cote de Pablo went from co-hosting duties on Control to a starring role on NCIS. Learn
more at Biography.com.Jul 16, 2014 . She'll topline the four-hour event series from Roma
Downey and Mark Burnett set for 2015. Cote de Pablo is returning to CBS. The NCIS alum .
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